The first place to go to uncover that key piece of expert witness information that could make your case

Vet expert witnesses more confidently and faster than you thought possible with timesaving tools that guide your research and surface hard-to-find insights on the key players in your case. Experience an efficient and intuitive way to research comprehensive content all in one place—LexisNexis® Litigation Profile Suite.

With LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite, you can:

• Uncover hard-to-find data on more than 382 thousand expert witnesses, more than 60 thousand judges and more than 2 million attorneys
• Focus your research with graphs and charts that quickly reveal trends
• Conduct deeper analysis in just a few clicks
• Challenge opposing counsel’s expert witnesses and thoroughly vet your own
• Sharpen case strategy informed by a judge’s past ruling tendencies
• Anticipate opposing counsel’s approach based on litigation experience
Now LexisNexis Litigation Profile Suite is even better.

Search faster, smarter, better.

Faster browsing and easier navigation helps you search volumes of data on experts, judges and attorneys to uncover the information and insights relevant to your case.

Zero in on relevant documents.

Explore what’s relevant to your case—including expert witness testimonies and reports, jury verdicts and settlements, docket, briefs, pleadings and motions—with previews that ensure you get only the content you want.

Research your way with more flexibility.

Share findings with colleagues and clients by creating custom reports in seconds. Online work folders let you store results right where you’re working and resume past research without missing a beat.

Experts

Quickly reveal trends.

Identify key trends quickly with easy-to-read snapshots that reveal patterns in an expert’s testimonial history and potential biases, an attorney’s experience by practice area and past verdicts, and insights on a judge’s case history and outcomes.

Log in

www.lexisadvance.com

Learn more

www.lexisnexis.com/profilesuite